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Abstract

with result tuples present in the answer to user-submitted
queries [11], and this, in turn, requires probabilistic inference [21]. The main reason for most of the complexity
results associated with probabilistic databases is a consequence of this close connection with probabilistic inference,
which is known to be an NP-Hard problem, in general [9].
However, in many cases, it is possible to leverage special
properties of the uncertain data at hand to reduce the complexity of query evaluation. One such property is the presence of shared correlation structures. Many applications
produce uncertain data with probability distributions and
correlations copied many times over; this is because the
distributions and correlations typically come from general
statistics that do not vary on a per-tuple basis. For instance,
Andritsos et al. [1] report a customer relationship management application where the objective is to merge data from
two or more source databases and each source database is
assigned a probability value based on the quality of the information it contains. Even here, probabilities don’t change
from tuple to tuple, since tuples from the same source are
assigned the same source probability. Also, Dalvi and Suciu [12] report uncertain data collected as part of the Cancer
Genome Anatomy Project that assigns tags to genes and this
information is uncertain because of the inherent uncertainties in the experiments conducted to produce the tag-gene
association. Once again, the uncertainties in the experimental setup are likely to vary in systematic ways from one experiment to another, and will result in repetition in probability values. As we show in this paper, it is possible to exploit
such shared correlation structures using sophisticated inference techniques to significantly reduce the time associated
with probabilistic inference for query evaluation.

There has been a recent surge in work in probabilistic
databases, propelled in large part by the huge increase in
noisy data sources — sensor data, experimental data, data
from uncurated sources, and many others. There is a growing need to be able to flexibly represent the uncertainties
in the data, and to efficiently query the data. Building on
existing probabilistic database work, we present a unifying
framework which allows a flexible representation of correlated tuple and attribute level uncertainties. An important
capability of our representation is the ability to represent
shared correlation structures in the data. We provide motivating examples to illustrate when such shared correlation
structures are likely to exist. Representing shared correlations structures allows the use of sophisticated inference
techniques based on lifted probabilistic inference that, in
turn, allows us to achieve significant speedups while computing probabilities for results of user-submitted queries.

1

Introduction

An increasing number of real-world applications are demanding support for managing, storing, and querying uncertain data in relational database systems. This has led to
a recent resurgence of research in the area of probabilistic databases. This work has spanned a wide range of issues such as query optimization [11], indexing uncertain
data [22], query languages [4, 2] and data models that can
represent complex correlations [13, 20, 21] naturally produced from various applications [14, 13, 3]. The underlying data models for much of this work are based on probability theory coupled with possible worlds semantics where
a probabilistic database is defined as a probability distribution over numerous possible databases. Although this definition results in intuitive querying semantics, probabilistic
databases are still far from being efficient and scalable, with
the query processing problems known to be #P-complete
even for very simple queries [11].
As opposed to query evaluation for traditional databases
containing exact data, query evaluation for probabilistic
databases requires that we calculate probabilities associated

One prerequisite to being able to exploit shared correlation structures is to design a probabilistic database that can
represent the shared correlation structures in the base data
in the first place. Unfortunately, most of the recent work
in probabilistic databases has been concentrated on the development of tuple-level uncertainty probabilistic databases
[15, 11, 13, 21]. Many applications produce data that is
more naturally represented using attribute-level uncertainty
as opposed to tuple-level uncertainty, e.g., sensor network
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Figure 1: (a) A simple car advertisement database (b) Factors describing the probabilities and correlations among tuples and attributes.

datasets [14], mobile object databases [8] etc. (see Barbara et al [3] for more examples). Although converting
a database with attribute-level uncertainty to a database
with tuple-level uncertainty is a fairly simple operation, this
transformation usually leads to a loss of shared correlation
structures (besides resulting in a database that requires storing a significantly larger number of tuples).
In general, we may require both tuple and attribute level
uncertainty to faithfully represent the shared correlation
structures present in real-world data and, for this purpose,
in this paper, we propose a probabilistic database model
that can represent correlated attribute and tuple level uncertainty, thus fully exploiting the representational power
of the probability theory. Our proposed model uses small
functions called parameterized factors to compactly represent the uncertainty in the data, and fundamentally supports
sharing of both the uncertainty representation and the correlation structures. We also present a preliminary experimental study to demonstrate how beneficial such sharing can be
during query processing.
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Figure 2: A probabilistic database for the car advertisement
database represented using tuple probabilities.

f (t.E) which describes the probability of each ad existing.
In this example, there are also several unknown attribute
values, shown as question marks. Consider the third tuple
in the Ads table, which we will denote t103 . Both the SellerID and the Type of this car is unknown. We can represent this uncertainty using tuple-specific attribute factors,
which describe the likelihoods of the different possible sellers and models. These are the tables f (t103 .SellerID) and
f (t103 .Type), shown in Figure 1(b). Finally, there is uncertainty over MPG. The final factor in Figure 1(b) shows the
likelihoods for combinations of Type, Model, and MPGs.
Given these probabilities, one approach to representing
the probabilistic database is to “flatten” it out into a probabilistic database which has only tuple uncertainty. Figure 2 shows an attempt to do this. This requires computing joint probability distributions by multiplying the appropriate numbers from the various factors. For instance, the
7th tuple in Figure 2 shows t103 in Figure 1(a) instantiated

2 Motivating Example
Consider the small database shown in Figure 1
containing information regarding pre-owned cars
for sale.
The database consists of two tables,
Ad(AdID, SellerID, Date, Type, Model, MPG, Price)
and Seller(SellerID, Reputation). Note that this is a very
simple model of a pre-owned car sales database and, for
simplicity, we have removed a number of attributes that
would otherwise be present in such a database such as
odometer readings and year of manufacture.
Probabilities factor into this domain in a variety of ways.
First off, we may have some uncertainty about the existence
of a tuple. In this domain, perhaps older ads are likely to
correspond to cars that have already been sold. We may
want to represent this explicitly by associating a probability with each tuple. Figure 1(b) shows a probability factor
2

with SellerID=201, Type=Sedan, MPG=28 and the probability value of 0.0576 is obtained by multiplying 0.8 (from
f (t.E)), 0.6 (from f (t103.SellerID )), 0.3 (from f (t103.Type ))
and 0.4 (from f (Type, Model, MPG)). The main advantage
of this approach, as indicated in Section 1, is that there have
been several recent proposals for probabilistic database systems which handle such tuple-level uncertainty databases
involving mutually exclusive groups of tuples. However,
there are several disadvantages. First, notice that there is a
considerably larger number of tuples in Figure 2 than there
is in Figure 1. In fact, this increase in size is a known problem with computing joint probability distributions and has
been pointed out in other contexts such as selectivity estimation in databases [16]. The other, more subtle but more
serious issue is the loss of shared correlation structures.
Note that the factor f (Type, Model, MPG) (Figure 1(b)) is
actually a shared factor and is associated with any tuple that
has any of its Type, Model or MPG values missing. Unfortunately, in Figure 2, this shared correlation is not easily
visible, especially since most of the tuples in Figure 2 are
associated with distinct tuple probabilities.
Our aim is to perform efficient query processing by utilizing shared correlation structures. To this end, we propose
a probabilistic database model that not only supports correlated tuple and attribute level uncertainty but also sharing
of probabilistic factors.

3

A tuple identifier collection (TIC) I is a collection of tuple identifiers such that corresponding to each i ∈ I there is
a tuple in D p . Let I denote a set of TICs {I1 , I2 . . . Im }. A
parameterized random variable (ParRV) V encapsulates a
collection of random variables having the same domain and
is represented by a triple < η, I, M > where:
• η is the type of V and is of the form R p .A or R p .E that
indicates that each random variable mapped to by M belongs to the attribute A of relation R p (in which case
A ∈ Attr(R p )) or tuple existence random variables of relation R p , as the case might be.
• M is a one-to-one mapping that maps each list of tuple identifiers i = {i1 , i2 , . . . ik } such that i1 ∈ I1 , i2 ∈
I2 , . . . ik ∈ Ik to an RV r that is of type η.
A useful operation with any ParRV V =< η, I, M > is to
extract a ground random variable given i, an element from
the cartesian product of I, and this we denote by V (i) which
simply returns the random variable that M maps to. We refer to the random variables encapsulated by ParRV V as the
set of ground random variables of V . Further, we will refer
to the domain of V (which is identical for each ground random variable) by Dom(V ). We will also refer to the various
components of the ParRV V by appropriate subscripts such
that Vη , VI and VM refer to V ’s type, collection of TICs and
mapping respectively.
A factor is the basic unit of representing uncertainty and
correlations in most of the work on probabilistic graphical
models [18, 10]. Factors are simply functions over small
sets of random variables that map each joint instantiation
to real numbers between 0 and 1. A parameterized factor
(ParFactor) F encapsulates a collection of factors and is represented by a triple < I, V, φ > where:

PRDB: A Generic Probabilistic DB Model

We begin with some notation. Following [11], we use
the superscript p to emphasize the fact that we are dealing with a probabilistic database throughout the paper. Let
D p denote a probabilistic database with tuple and attribute
level uncertainty. Let D p contain a set of relations R =
{R1p , . . . , Rmp }. Let U denote the set of all possible constants;
U contains a special unassigned constant 0.
/ Let Attr(Rip )
p
denote the set of attributes for relation Ri . Let t denote a
tuple in Rip . For every t ∈ Rip and A ∈ Attr(Rip ), we use t.A
to denote a random variable with domain Dom(t.A) such
that Dom(t.A) ⊆ U. Intuitively, t.A captures the uncertainty
associated with the value of attribute A of tuple t. Further,
for every t ∈ Rip we also have a special random variable t.E
that can take assignments from the binary domain {true,
false} to capture the uncertainty associated with t’s existence. We use X to denote the set of all random variables
in probabilistic database D p .
To express shared correlation structures we will need to
familiarize ourselves with some concepts borrowed from
the machine learning literature [19, 6, 7]. Essentially, for
P R DB, we need to have constructs that allow us to express encapsulations of random variables associated with
the same kind of uncertainty and random variables involved
in the same kind of correlations. For this purpose we next
define the notions of tuple identifier collections, parameterized random variables and parameterized factors.

• I is a set of TICs
• V is a set of ParRVs such that VI ⊆ I ∀V ∈ V
• φ is a function such that 0 ≤ φ (V = v) ≤ 1 for each joint
instantiation v ∈ ×V ∈V Dom(V ).
A ParFactor F =< I, V, φ > simply encapsulates all the factors obtained by substituting the groundings of V in φ . In
other words F represents {φ (V(i))}i∈I . This is better explained using an example. Consider the 4th tuple (t104 ) and
5th tuple (t105 ) in the Ad relation in Figure 1. Each of these
tuples has the same attribute value missing, MPG. Thus,
the uncertainty associated with these two tuples can be
expressed using the same function f (Type, Model, MPG)
shown in Figure 1(b). The naive way to do this is to represent the uncertainty using two ground factors over ground
random variables f (t104 .Type,t104 .Model,t104 .MPG) and
f (t105 .Type,t105 .Model,t105 .MPG) and copy the probability values once for each factor. An alternative approach
is to represent the uncertainty using ParRVs and ParFactors which represents the sharing of factors. For this we
3

first define a TIC I = {t104 ,t105 }. We then define three ParRVs:

tribution over them.
Definition 3.1 A probabilistic database D p consists of a set
of relations R and a set of ParFactors F . Let X denote
all the random variables present in D p and let x, denoting
a legal assignment to X , represent a possible world of D p .
The probability of the possible world x is:

• VType =< Ad.Type, {I}, MType >, where Ad.Type
is the type of VType and MType (t104 ) = t104 .Type,
MType (t105 ) = t105 .Type.
• VModel =< Ad.Model, {I}, MModel >, where Ad.Model
is the type of VModel and MModel (t104 ) = t104 .Model,
MModel (t105 ) = t105 .Model.
• VMPG =< Ad.MPG, {I}, MMPG >, where Ad.MPG
is the type of VMPG and MMPG (t104 ) = t104 .MPG,
MMPG (t105 ) = t105 .MPG.

Pr(X = x) =

1
∏ ∏ Fφ (FV (θ ) = xFV(θ ) )
Z F∈F
θ ∼F

(1)

I

where θ ∼ FI denotes an element from the cartesian product of all the TICs in FI , xFV(θ ) denotes the assignments restricted to the ground random variables FV(θ ) and Z denotes
the normalization constant ∑x0 ∏F∈F ∏θ ∼FI Fφ (FV (θ ) =
x0FV(θ ) ).

Now we can represent the two ground factors using
a single ParFactor F =< {I}, {VType ,VModel ,VMPG }, φ >
where φ is essentially the function shown in Figure 1(b),
for instance, φ (VType = Hybrid,VModel = Civic,VMPG =
45) = 0.4. Grounding out F we get the same two
factors over the ground random variables.
For instance, grounding out the ParRVs for t104 we get,
VType (t104 ) = t104 .Type, VModel (t104 ) = t104 .Model and
VMPG (t104 ) = t104 .MPG, substituting the ParFactor F with
these ground random variables gives us the ground factor
φ (t104 .Type,t104 .Model,t104 .MPG) which is exactly what
the factor f (t104 .Type,t104 .Model,t104 .MPG) represents.
Similarly, grounding F with t105 gives us the other ground
factor. Just like ParRVs, for any ParFactor F =< I, V, φ >
we represent its components with suitable subscripts, in
other words, FI represents the TICs, FV represents the ParRVs and Fφ represents the factor over ParRVs. We can also
extract a ground factor from F by the operation F(i) (where
i ∈ ×I∈FI I) which simply returns the factor Fφ (FV (i)).
A D p , besides containing a set of relations R, also
contains a set of ParFactors F . Like many previous
approaches, we define the semantics of our probabilistic
database using possible worlds semantics [17, 11]. Possible world semantics interprets a probabilistic database
as a probability distribution over a number of possible
databases. We refer to each possible database as an instance
of the probabilistic database and each instance is obtained
by choosing a (sub)set of the uncertain tuples to be present
in the instance and assigning exactly one value to each uncertain attribute from its domain. The probability assigned
to each instance is simply the product of the relevant probabilities returned by the set of ground factors represented by
F and divided by a constant such that the sum of probabilities over all instances is 1.
More formally, an instantiation of D p is an assignment x
to all the ground random variables in X from their respective domains. Not all assignments are legal; if t.E = f alse
then we require t.A = 0.
/ In other words, if a tuple does not
exist, then its attributes should be unassigned. Any legal assignment x of X gives us a corresponding certain instance
of D p . These are the possible worlds, and D p defines a dis-

Note that we do not impose any restrictions on the types of
ParRVs involved in any ParFactors in D p . This means that if
the user wants then s/he can define a ParFactor over ParRVs
of types R p .A, R p .E, R0p .A or R0p .E, where R p and R0p are
relation names and A is an attribute name from the relation,
or any combination of these types. Thus, it should be easy
to express correlations involving just attributes or attributes
and tuple existence random variables or tuple existence correlations.

4

Experiments

In this section we report some preliminary experiments
performed on synthetic data that illustrate the reduction
in times required to perform inference. We compare two
approaches. Earlier work [21] has shown that standard
probabilistic inference algorithms, such as variable elimination [23] (VarElim), can be used to perform inference
for query evaluation in probabilistic databases. However,
these approaches were mainly geared towards probabilistic databases with tuple-level uncertainty only. It is relatively easy to extend the same approach to handle both tuple
and attribute level uncertainty. One approach we compare
against is this extension of the ideas presented in our earlier
work with VarElim for the underlying inference method. As
indicated earlier, representing shared correlation structures
using ParFactors allows us the use of more sophisticated inference algorithms. These inference algorithms generally
go by the name of lifted inference algorithms and one such
inference algorithm is called parameterized variable elimination (ParVE) [19, 6]. We use ParVE to illustrate the reduction in runtimes achieved by utlizing the shared correlation structures in the probabilistic database by comparing
against the runtimes achieved by VarElim.
As described in our earlier work [21], one approach to
query evaluation in probabilistic databases is by introducing correlations among intermediate tuples and the tuples
they are produced from. For instance, consider a join issued
4
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Figure 3: Experiments with selection and join queries on synthetic data. All plots are in log-log scale.

on two relations R1p and R2p . Let r denote the result tuple
produced by the join between tuples t1 ∈ R1p and t2 ∈ R2p
such that t1 and t2 satisfy the join condition. Note that r
is only produced by a possible world if both t1 and t2 are
present in it, which means r.E, t1 .E and t2 .E are correlated.
In prior work [21], we showed how such correlations can
be produced and represented using factors automatically
at runtime while evaluating queries. Unfortunately, those
techniques are inadequate now that we would like to use
ParRVs and ParFactors to represent the same correlations
in a shared manner. To see that shared correlations are introduced while evaluating queries notice that every time a
tuple t1 ∈ R1p joins with another tuple t2 ∈ R2p to produce a
tuple r, we need to introduce a logical-∧ factor to enforce
the correlation connecting the three tuples’ existence. More
importantly, notice that the same logical-∧ needs to be introduced for any such triplet of tuples thus leading to copies
of factors and motivating the use of ParFactors while query
evaluation. Due to space constraints it is not possible to include the details regarding the introduction of ParRVs and
ParFactors while query evaluation here but we refer the interested reader to the extended version of the paper (citation
omitted for blind review purposes).
All our experiments were performed on a dual-proc
Xeon 2.8GHz machine with 3GB of memory. Our code is
written in JAVA. In all these experiments we only report the
times required to run inference and do not include the times
required to perform various other operations such as times
required to read the data from disk etc.
We studied the variation in run times by varying two parameters. In every synthetic relation we generate, we include many tuples that share the same correlation structure,
we refer to a collection of such tuples with identical correlations and factors as a block of tuples. Tuples from different

blocks have a different correlation structure. One of the parameters we varied in all our experiments is the number of
blocks per relation (#Blocks). The other parameter we varied is the number of tuples per block (#Tuples).
In our first experiment, we considered a simple selection
query on a three attribute relation R1 (A, B,C). For each tuple t ∈ R1 , each of t.A, t.B and t.C are uncertain attributes
with domains of size 10. Moreover, ∀t ∈ R1 , t.C is correlated with t.B which in turn is correlated with t.A. The query
p
we considered is σC=c
R1 , where c is a constant present in
the domain of every t.C random variable in R1 . Thus in
this case, VarElim needs to compute the probabilities for
each result tuple, separately. On the other, by exploiting the
shared factors, ParVE can reduce the computation required
for inference by computing once per block of tuples. In Figure 3 (i), we generated R1 so that all tuples belonged to the
same block and varied the number of tuples from 1 to 215 .
The plot shows that VarElim’s execution time increases linearly with #Tuples, whereas, the times for ParVE remain,
roughly, constant. In Figure 3 (iv) we kept the number of
tuples per block constant (1024) but varied the number of
blocks in R1 . In this case, since ParVE needs to compute
probabilities once per block, it’s time increases linearly with
the number of blocks but there is still a considerable improvement in execution times compared to VarElim.
In the above experiment, we considered a relation R1
with a maximum of 215 (32,768) tuples, which may not
seem like a very big relation, but we would like to point
out that this number, in fact, compares favourably with experiments performed on most probabilistic databases, especially the ones that can only represent tuple-level uncertainty [15, 11, 13]. Recall that R1 contains tuples with three
attributes and each attribute has a domain of size 10. Thus
“flattening” R1 into a relation with only tuple-level uncer5

tainty would mean taking each tuple from R1 and representing it with 10 × 10 × 10 uncertain tuples (recall the example in Section 2) which would result in a relation with
215 × 10 × 10 × 10 = 32, 768, 000 tuples.
In our second experiment we tried a similar selection
query on a relation R2 (A, B) that contains tuple uncertainty,
tuple correlations and attribute correlations. More specifically, every odd-numbered tuple to ∈ R2 has some uncertainty of existence besides a correlation between to .A and
to .B both of which have domains of size 10. Every evennumbered tuple te ∈ R2 , however, has tuple uncertainty that
depends on the previous odd-numbered tuple to0 ’s to0 .E tuple existence random variable besides the correlation between te .A and te .B. Figure 3 (ii) and Figure 3 (v) show the
runtimes obtained by varying #Tuples and #Blocks, respecp
R2 where b is a constant.
tively, for the query σB=b
For the third query we tried a two-relation join followed
p
(R3 (A, B) ./ p R4 (C, D)) where both reby a projection ∏D
lations consist of attribute correlations such that each tuple
from R3 joined with exactly one tuple from R4 and all the
tuples produced by the join project to the same result tuple.
The reader needs to be familiar with the details of the ParVE
algorithm to fully comprehend the results of this query (Figure 3 (iii) and Figure 3 (vi)), please see the extended version
of the paper for more details. Essentially, ParVE involves
splitting and merging of ParFactors and unlike the previous
two queries, this query requires a fair number of splits and
merges. The main result is that, even though the execution times of ParVE does not remain linear with the number of blocks in the relations, it still provides significant
speedups compared to VarElim. For instance, in Figure 3
(iii), even when #Tuples is 213 ParVE requires 24.6 sec. to
run whereas VarElim requires about 224 sec.

5

resent mutual exclusivity dependencies. Determining the
readings corresponding to faulty sensors may be formulated
as an outlier detection problem and a data mining algorithm
that attempts to detect such outliers will need to examine
the dependency network formed by the tuple and attribute
based random variables in the database which is only possible in the case of P R DB since it stores these dependencies
in a compact and coherent fashion.
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Conclusion

There is a growing need to be able to flexibly represent the uncertainties in the data, and to efficiently query
the data. Building on existing work within the probabilistic
database and probabilistic knowledge representation communities, we have presented P R DB, a unifying framework
which leverages on shared correlation structures to achieve
significant speedups during query processing.
P R DB allows one to faithfully represent the uncertainties present in data. Such faithful representations open up
new possibilities for richer data mining tasks. Consider,
for example, the task of determining faulty sensors from
a database of sensor readings. Data collected from sensor networks is usually associated with errors and cannot
be represented using traditional relational databases. Moreover, sensor network datasets also harbour strong correlations [14] that can be represented using the factor-based
representation of P R DB. Note that such correlations cannot
be faithfully represented by many recently proposed probabilistic database models [5, 20] which only allow us to rep6

